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Introduction
Are You Ready to Jumpstart Your Church Online?
You have a church website, right? In this day
and age, it would be crazy not to.

Google reports that 9 out of 10
people visit your website before
calling you, clicking through, or
reaching out in any way. 1

2

But is your site really helping your church
grow? Do new site users stick around to
hear your message? Do they actually visit
your church? More than just a website, you
need a website that gets real results – the
kind of results that impact your church
growth. To get a good ROI for your online
efforts, here are seven keys you must start
implementing today.
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Information – The overall architecture of your site affects your users’
ability to find the information they are looking for and engage with your
church effectively.

Multimedia – How you use multimedia elements determines if your users
choose to engage or flee after being either bored or overwhelmed.
Balancing text content with other elements keeps users engaged.

Technical – Does your site frustrate or empower users? Seamless and
invisible site operation is vital to a successful site.

Content – Conveying current, accurate, and relevant information in
engaging ways is crucial for a successful web presence.

Graphics – You have 7 seconds to capture your audience’s attention.
Great graphic design is the only way to keep users on the site long
enough to learn what your business is all about.

Leverage – Attracting people to your site by creating a social media buzz
can help boost your web presence and website traffic.

Visibility – Employing SEO (Search Engine Optimization) best practices to
get your site found puts your church ahead and makes your site great at
attracting visitors and engaging members.

The following pages will dive deep into each of these keys discussing the
common problems many church websites have in these areas, ongoing
best practices to use on your site, and 3 practical applications for each
one that you can begin implementing today.

3
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1st Key: Information
Architecture
Why No One Can Find Anything on Your Site

The overall architecture of your site affects your users’ ability to
find the information they are looking for and engage with your
church effectively.

4
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Common Problems
How do you know if your site has
information architecture problems? Ask
yourself these questions:

5. Can you tell from the home page how to
contact your church or where on the
site to get that information?

1. From the home page, can you tell within
5 seconds or less what your organization
does or what ministries you offer?

If you answered no to any of these
questions, it is time for you to seriously
evaluate the information architecture of
your site. Without a clear layout of
information, perspective visitors will not be
able to find what they are looking for and
they will leave – taking their time and
energy to a church that can convey
information in an easy to understand way.

2. Is your main navigation easy to find?
3. Do your page names and navigation
titles make sense to someone who isn’t
a member or even a Christian?
4. Click through the links and navigation on
your site – do they take you to the pages
and information promised by the
link/navigation title?

5
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Ongoing Best Practices
Great navigation gets visitors where they want to go quickly, and offers easy access to the
breadth and depth of the site’s content.

Get User to Information Easily
While a church’s web presence has many
purposes, its primary goal, more often than
not, is to convey information. A good
website will make that information easy to
find.
While a contact form is valuable tool, it
cannot be the only way for a site user to
contact you. Give them as many points of
contact as possible. This includes:

 Phone Number
 Email Address

 Physical Address
 Blog URL
 Social Media
Profile Links
 Other Church
Websites
Depending on how big your church is and
what ministries and volunteer opportunities
you offer, there may be a group set of
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accounts, your personal information, or
contact information for various
departments or people in your organization.
However you choose to funnel potential
and existing users, be sure to provide all
that contact information clearly on the site
with a main navigation element directing to
it and key information either in the header
or footer of every page.
Within your contact information, make it
easy for people to find your church. If you
have a office location different from where
you hold services, consider including
directions and maps to both to make it
easier to locate you. Additionally, in your
address, be sure to include the city and
state. In the online world, it is easy to forget
that the person looking at your site might
not even know what part of the country you
are in.

No matter the size of your church or where
you meet, always let site users know what
your “office” hours are (don’t forget to
include a time zone in that). This lets them
know the best time to contact you and
when they can expect to hear from you.
Additionally, if you use the site to
communicate any change in your hours, you
help keep them in the loop as to why there
might be a delay in receiving a call back or
getting information.
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Finally, don’t make your organization a
mystery. Clearly identify who you are, what
you do, and what makes you unique on your
home page. Don’t frustrate site users by
making them hunt around to figure out

what you actually do or offer. You will
rapidly lose their interest if they can’t
determine if your church even fits their
needs.

You will rapidly lose their
interest if they can’t
determine if your church
even fits their needs.

Logical
Part of making useful information easy to find is setting up a logical structure to your navigation
and page content.

Your site’s menu is the key to
getting people around your site.
Make it simple and logical. 3
A great website will contain navigation that is both easy to understand and follow, as well as
have an overall structure that is conducive to passing on the right information. “Your design
should flow appropriately, so that your [user] knows where to go next. It should lead the [user]
through the site and end at the spot where they need to take action.” 4
For each page of content, make the information flow as the user expects. Have page titles,
subheadings, lists with key points, and then follow the same pattern across each page.

7
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Consistent
By following the same pattern throughout
the site, you create a consistent flow of
information.
“Consistency is one of the most powerful
usability principles: when things always
behave the same, users don't have to worry
about what will happen. Instead, they know
what will happen based on earlier
experience. The more users' expectations
prove right, the more they will feel in
control of the system and the more they will
like it. And the more the system breaks
users' expectations, the more they will feel
insecure.” 5

An important part of attracting visitors is
building trust, don’t let inconsistency in the
site break down the trust you are trying to
build. By having a consistent site in
everything from font, colors, links, titles,
navigation, and layout, if you choose to
break this consistency with a well-thought
out plan, you can attract attention to the
anomaly. This lets you highlight a special
event, series, or ministry while maintaining
trust. If you are unpredictable all the time,
you will just confuse the user. But if you
strategically break the mold, you can grab
the user’s attention and drive action.

Intuitive
Being consistent with your other pages and
elements is important, but it is also
important to be consistent with website
norms. By conforming to user expectations
you allow them to traverse your site in an
intuitive manner. Such elements include:



Site map – Create a page that shows all
the pages of your site laid out to help
the user find what they need



Church name or logo at the top link
back to home page – Always make it
easy to get back to the beginning.



Bread crumb trail – Include a map of
how the user got to the current page so
they can easily back track and find
other information they are interested
in.



Underlined text means it is a link – If
the text is blue or underlined and
doesn’t link somewhere, users will
become frustrated. Highlight text or
reference an article using bold, quotes,
or italics. Save underlining for links.

“Links that don't behave as expected
undermine users' understanding of their
own system.” 5
8
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Contact information and about the church are easy to find – Have this information in the header
or footer plus in your main navigation. Make it easy to learn about your church and get in touch
with you.

Additionally, when setting up navigation, remember that visitors to the site will often spend
only a short time looking for information. Make every piece of information accessible in two to
three clicks. If the site is too deep or complicated, they will easily miss information you were
hoping to convey.

3 Steps to Start Fixing Your Site Today
Creating good information architecture involves a lot of elements and is really an ongoing
process as you learn to adjust to the needs and expectations of your site visitors. So where
should you start?

Get started improving your site architecture and make it easy for users to find information by
doing these steps:

Get Outside Help – get feedback from staff, family, friends,
colleagues, and kids (yes – kids give great insight into what stands
out) by asking them the same questions you asked yourself at the
beginning of this section.
1. From the home page, can you tell within 5 seconds or
less what we do or what ministries we offer?
2. Is our main navigation easy to find?

3. Do our page names and navigation titles make sense to
you (especially if you aren’t member or Christian)?
4. Click through the links and navigation on the site – do
they take you to the pages and information promised by
the link/navigation title?
5. Can you tell from the home page how to contact the
church or where on the site to get that information?
9
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Adjust Site Navigation – make key information easy to find and
intuitive for users.
1. Make sure you have 10 or less main navigation items.
They should fit on one line (if horizontal) or be above
the fold (if vertical).
2. Review the page/navigation names. Make sure they
accurately describe the page while at the same time
make sense to someone outside your church.
3. Make sure you can get to all site information in 3 clicks
or less.

Embed a Google map – make it easy to find your church with
an embedded map in the contact section of your site.
1. Go to maps.google.com

2. Input the address of your church
3. Zoom to the view you want of the location
4. To the left of the map next to the print button, click the
link button
5. Copy the HTML code

6. Paste into your site page code to embed the map
Now keep building from here. Soon you’ll have a site that is intuitive, user friendly, and quickly
and efficiently moves your users to the best information to meet their needs.

10
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2nd Key: Multimedia
Why No One Is Interacting With Your Website

How you use multimedia elements determines if your users
choose to engage or flee after being either bored or
overwhelmed. Balancing text content with other elements
keeps users engaged.

11
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Common Problems
Ever heard the saying “Content is King?”
Well, as you can gather, this means content
is vitally important to the success of any
online endeavor. So, what is content
anyway? If you are like many churches,
you’d probably say – content is the
information, the text that is displayed on
the site. This definition is the exact reason
many churches fall into trouble online.
Content is so much more than just text. Yes,
the written words on your site are
important. Yes they need to be written with
excellence (more on that later). However,
the text is only one part of the way you
convey information on the site.

Multimedia elements make up an important
component of how you get information to
your site users. Thus, it is important to use
these elements effectively.
Some churches know the value of
multimedia but they have created an
opposing problem. They don’t understand
how to make the best use of it, so they
simply inundate every square inch of the
site with moving, talking, flashing,
distracting elements that inevitably turn
users off from the message of the site.
So whether you are oblivious to non-text
content or can’t seem to control the urge to
put just one more cool element on the
home page, review your website’s use of
multimedia to begin utilizing this aspect of
site creation to benefit your church.

12
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Ongoing Best Practices
To have a website that gets results you need to find the right balance and fit of multimedia into
your overall online presence. Great multimedia elements add to the overall value and
usefulness of the site without distracting from your core message or overwhelming the user
with irrelevant information.

Great multimedia elements add to
the overall value and usefulness of
the site without distracting from your
core message or overwhelming the
user with irrelevant information.
Look at Other Sites
Besides graphic design this is probably the
second most important key in terms of
staying in touch with current trends. The
first thing you should do is look around the
web. Look at the big name brands and your
favorite sites. What kind of multimedia
elements are they using? What elements do
they have on their site that you don’t? What
elements does your site have, that is
missing from their sites?
By comparing and contrasting your site to
other sites, you can begin to get a feel for
what is “normal”. This practice will help you
keep a site that continues to appeal to
current users and doesn’t begin to feel
dated.

13
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Incorporate Meaningful Media
While you don’t want to do media just for the sake of media, you do want to take time to
consider the value these types of elements could add to your site. Ask yourself these questions
to determine if multimedia is right for a particular page:

 Will this help direct the user to a desired action?
 Will this establish my church as an organization
that cares for and helps people?

 Can I express this same thought in a more
interesting and provocative way by using a
multimedia element rather than just text?
 Is there just a solid wall of text with nothing to
break it up visually and keep the reader engaged?
There are many ways to incorporate multimedia. Here are some of the most popular ways to
incorporate non-text content into your site:

Video – Create engaging videos to provide content in
a more dynamic way.
 Ministry Events

 Testimony Videos
 Interview with Pastor or Church Leaders

 Welcome Message for New Visitors
 Sermons
 Why Our Church is Right for You

14
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Audio – Present audio content to engage site visitors
 Provide Sermon Audio Archives
 Embedded Music or Audio Files on Pages – Be careful
with this. Use it only if it is really applicable to your
ministry and is non-intrusive. Users will shut out of a
site that plays something they consider loud and
obnoxious if they didn’t ask for it.

Blog Content – Whether you incorporate a blog into
your main church site or pull in a content feed, this
dynamic, user-oriented content will spice up the basic
about the church content already on the site and give
online visitors a reason to come back again and again

Social Media Content – Connect your site to social media
to tap into the online connections formed there
 Social media feeds direct dynamic content into your
site content
 Social media share buttons make it easy for users to
share content they like with others
 Links to additional content and information on social
media sites or to your church social media pages helps
you further connect with users
15
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Pictures – Pictures and graphic elements within the
content complement the overall graphic design

Remove Gratuitous Media
Whether you have a site inundated with
multimedia or you are just starting out,
continuously monitor your multimedia
content and weed out pieces that don’t line
up with your core values or drive your users
to the desired actions.
Every church is different. Every website and
web page is unique. You don’t need every
element on every page and some elements
may just not be a good fit for your
members, your visitors, or your church
16

goals. The idea is to find elements that
complement your content and move your
church forward.
Take time to continuously evaluate the
existing multimedia elements and weed out
the pieces that aren’t adding value to the
site. By monitoring the effectiveness of
these pieces and removing those that
detract from your site, you continue to
present a site that appeals to site users.
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3 Steps to Start Fixing Your Site Today
Multimedia content elements are a fun, engaging, and important factor in the overall
effectiveness of any church site. As you work to improve their overall performance for your
business, start with these 3 steps:

Remove the following immediately:
 Any flashing clip art style graphics
 Any sound clips that are just waiting to blare across
the room resulting in someone getting yelled at and
a definite mental note to never return to the site
 Any obnoxious, blinking, distracting banners that
make the site come across as spam

Review the Rest - Now, for other multimedia elements
on the site, take some time to evaluate each element
and ask:
 Is this relevant to my church’s core value?
 Does this present my brand with excellence?
 Is this information repetitive of other information
already shared on this page?
 Does this element distract from the point I’m trying
to make or the action I want the user to take?
17
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Get Responsive: Begin to evaluate if your site elements
function at any resolution on any device. In a day of so
many computer, mobile device, and browser options, your
site needs to display multimedia content in ways that
function across the board. While you may not have the
expertise to fix issues, it is good be aware of potential
issues and begin to look for solutions to keep your site user
friendly no matter where those users are accessing it from.

Remember, a website is meant to be dynamic. So if you are hesitant about adding multimedia,
start slow. Add just one thing and see how your users react. You can always remove or change it
if it isn’t helping your church. But chances are, you, like most churches, will find that by
incorporating multimedia elements, your content will have more of an impact and entice users
to engage with your church.

18
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3rd Key: Technical
Why Your Website is Frustrating Users and How to Fix It

Does your site frustrate or empower users? Seamless and
invisible site operation is vital to a successful site.

19
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Common Problems
Technical elements of the site come down to two main components: functionality and
interactivity. If the site doesn’t function properly or it doesn’t promote interactivity, your site
will not get the results you are looking for.

Poor Functionality
There are several common functionality issues:
 Slow load time – Users who are kept waiting for text,
images, or videos to load will leave the site.
 Renders incorrectly – People use a variety of devices
and browsers to access online content. If the site
doesn’t function properly across various applications,
you will lose out on potential leads as users become
frustrated and leave.
 Broken Links – This makes it hard for users to find the
information they are looking for and makes your
church look bad.
 Doesn’t behave as expected – As discussed in the
information architecture section, part of good
functionality is predictability and consistency.

Any of these or other functionality issues
can undermine the goal of your website and
turn users away.

20

87% of smartphone
owners access the web
through their mobile
device. 6
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Interactivity Problems
The biggest problem in this area of websites
is a total lack of interactive elements. If your
site acts as a static online brochure, it is
greatly missing its potential.
In this day and age, a website must be
interactive. If there is no opportunity to
engage, talk, contact, share, or participate
in some way, the site will not only appear
dated but will also portray your church as
one that doesn’t value relationship with
visitors and members.

interactivity. While you do want to engage
your audience, it must be done
purposefully. Having interactive elements
that don’t ultimately engage people for the
purpose of turning them into life long
members may actually distract users.
Just because you can do video, live chat,
and ongoing polls and just because there is
Facebook, Twitter, Linked In, Pinterest,
Google Plus, My Space, and a plethora of
other social media sites, doesn’t mean you
have to do it all or be involved everywhere.

Another problem your church may
encounter is too much or gratuitous

21
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Ongoing Best Practices
To maintain a site with good technical elements requires ongoing evaluation and adjustment.
Good functionality makes the experience center stage and the technology invisible.
Continuously evaluate what the user experience is like on your site. Ask these types of
questions:

 Does navigation function as expected?
 Are there any broken links?
 Are there any missing or blank pages?
 Do all video, images, and other graphic elements
function the same across different browsers and
using different devices?
 Do images take longer than 7 seconds to load?
Does text take longer than 3 to 5 seconds to load?

Remember, when the site functions blend
into the background so as to become
unremarkable – you are on the way to a
great site that will engage users and funnel
them to the actions you desire.
These functions should be more than just
navigation, compatibility, and load times,
they should also incorporate the smooth
operation of all interactive elements.
To keep a highly engaging site, review your
site’s overall content and consider the
following:

22
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 Does the homepage invite immediate interaction?

 Does the site offer interaction between users and with my
church?
 Are any of my current interactive elements distracting from
my ultimate goals?
 Have my current members or potential visitors requested
any particular type of online engagement?

 Do I know an area online where my members frequent but
have not yet found a way to engage them there?
A strategic, manageable, and measurable approach to
interactivity is key to being successful with your website’s
technical elements.

3 Steps to Start Fixing Your Site Today
To transform the technical elements of your site may involve reprogramming the site, getting
assistance with browser optimization, or upgrading your hosting to improve up time and
reliability. If you want some more basic ideas for how to begin improving the site today, try
these simple steps:

23
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1. Make the homepage interactive – Add a poll, contact
form, dynamic blog content, or video to the
homepage to create something which is more
engaging.
2. Fix anything that is broken – Take some time to click
through the whole site. Make sure there are no
broken links, blank pages, error messages, or weird
navigation problems. Make sure that what you have
currently function properly before trying to add
more.
3. Ask for feedback – Take a poll on Facebook or send
out an email to current members. Ask them what
kind of interactive elements they would like to see.
By catering to the requests of your current
membership you will increase overall retention and
find elements that will appeal to newcomers as well.
No matter how much great information your site has – if the site doesn’t work correctly, no one
will ever read it. Take time to really ensure the site functions as it should and draws people in
compelling ways to interact with your church.

24
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4th Key: Content
13 Reasons Your Visitors Aren’t Becoming Members

Conveying current, accurate, and relevant information in
engaging ways is crucial for a successful web presence.

25
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Common Problems
Content is probably the most important aspect of creating an effective web presence. All the
other elements determine how and if users will engage your content. Once they get to that
content, make sure those visitors are converting into members.

Web content can make or break a website
– no matter how good the design is. 7
Here are thirteen reasons many visitors never enter your church
doors.
1. Content is confusing or hard to find
2. Content is boring

3. Content is out of date
4. Content is irrelevant
5. Content is unreadable (bad color choice, too small)

6. Content is a wall of text
7. Content is too formal
8. Content is too technical
9. Content doesn’t direct action
10. Content is stuffed with keywords and unreadable

11. Content is poorly written
12. Content is too self-promoting
13. Content is too long
26
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Ongoing Best Practices
To overcome these common problems, you
need to create a better type of content. So
to counter the thirteen problems here are
thirteen solutions.
1. Make important information easy to
find with clear navigation. Content
should be straightforward and make
sense. With navigation elements and
on-page layout, the user should be able
to easily identify the information they
are seeking.

2. Make content engaging and
compelling. Don’t lecture your online
visitors or tell them information of no
interest to them. Figure out what
brought them to a particular page and
then deliver on that expectation. Use
dynamic content elements with nontext pieces to increase engagement.

Figure out what brought them
to a particular page and then
deliver on that expectation.
“When it comes to creating web content, you
want to keep in mind that your goal is to create
a conversation between you and your audience.
In the process of informing and educating, your
content should be compelling enough to
encourage and drive your audience to a new
level of interactivity. This interaction between
you and your audience should spark the
conversation.” 8

27
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3. Constantly monitor site content to make
sure it is up to date. Keep a record of
any dated material you put on the site
and the expiration date and remind
yourself to remove them after they’ve
happened.
4. Make content relevant to the needs of
your visitors and members. Create
community personas to identify the
interests, pain points, and goals of
potential visitors. Then generate content
that is useful to them.
5. Put content in the context of the site
and think about the overall design.
Check any new content you add to make
sure it is readable.
6. Make content easy on the eyes and
easy to read by adding headers,
bulleted lists, and anchors. Make sure
there is a good balance of text and
images. Don’t forget that users can
always get additional details from your
staff or within a member portal.

28

7. Make content conversational. The tone
will vary depending on your community
and target audience. Just be sure to
always keep the visitor in mind and
don’t be too stuffy.

8. Remember that your potential visitors
shouldn’t need to be experts in the
theology to engage with your church.
Make your church, ministries, and site
approachable by writing something a lay
person can understand. Approach
content simply and write in a way that a
teen could understand.
9. Always tell the user what to do next. A
call to action on every page keeps the
user engaged and moving through the
funnel you have set up. Include links to
other relevant content, opportunities to
ask questions, contact forms, social
media connections, or service times.
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10. Write your content for real people.
Remember that while SEO is important,
if you just stuff in keywords to “get
found,” the real people who find you
won’t be able to read what you are
saying. Search engines are smart and
can tell if you just added keywords for
the sake of optimization. Write good,
relevant content and include keywords
in the title and a couple times
throughout the page. Then any
synonyms or variations will be picked up
as well.

11. Always edit your writing. Nothing turns
people away faster than poorly written
content. Spell check, typo check,
grammar check, and clarity check. You
should edit it and get the feedback of
multiple people to ensure the content is
correct.
12. While you do want to promote your
ministries and your brand, you also want
to keep your reader in mind. If the page
is supposed to be about a special event
or volunteer opportunity, stick to that
and don’t continue to try to turn them
into a member on every square inch.
13. Don’t be afraid to break up content on
multiple pages. If your content requires
excessive scrolling and frequently goes
beyond the fold (around 300 words), it
is too long. Anchor text may work to
help ease navigation – but long content
becomes hard to navigate and is
intimidating to users.
Most importantly, let your content tell your
brand story in such a way that visitors to the
site understand what you offer, understand
how it benefits them, and are compelled to
pursue more information.
29
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3 Steps to Start Fixing Your Site Today
Creating a site with
great content involves a
lot of different pieces. To
help you get started
creating better content,
start with these three
steps.

“People come to your website for the
content. So make sure you have
something worth coming to. This
goes back to your plan and your call
to action, but remember that content
is what keeps bringing people back to
your site.” 3

1. Consider upgrading your content management. An updated
website is crucial to success; make sure your site doesn’t
need a programmer for every little change. You or an
average staff person should be able to make basic content
changes to keep things dynamic and current.
2. Add images. Overcome the wall of text by adding engaging
images within your pages. Make sure they are current
images and consider using professional stock photos. Poor
quality images, dated images, or sloppy photography will
only make your church look unprofessional.

3. Get help. If you are not good at written communication or
don’t have time to keep the site updated, seek assistance.
Content is king and some investment must be made to be
sure all those people who found the site and stuck around
to read it are actually drawn into your church by the
content.

30
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5th Key: Graphics
The 8 Laws of Great Web Design

You have 7 seconds to capture your audience’s attention. Great
graphic design is the only way to keep users on the site long
enough to learn what your church is all about.

31
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Common Problems
If you ask someone about their favorite
websites or what makes a good website,
chances are they will talk mostly about the
graphic design of the site. Even if they are
really on the site for information and even if
the site interactivity is really what keeps
them engaged, the memory of the site is
generally tied to the way it looks.

The colors, images, rotating elements, and
overall feel of the site stick in the memory
of site users.
Some of the biggest problems in graphic
design boil down to three main issues:

1. Obnoxious Design – Whether it is flashing clip art, crazy
colors, or a million different things going on, if a site is
visually annoying, you will lose people.
2. Brand Breakdown – If you hand someone a business card or
they see an ad for your church somewhere, the site needs
to reflect the brand you already conveyed to them.
Sometimes churches have this idea that they just want a
cool website or that a blue site will make them seem
welcoming or some other wives' tale about good site
design, so they stop being true to their brand.
3. Outdated Design – The online world is constantly changing.
What works in design and what designers are capable of is
forever expanding. A church site that looks dated
communicates to users that the church is not relevant to
their current lives.
If your site is obnoxious, inconsistent or outdated, you will not be able to attract and keep the
attention of online visitors. Learning to incorporate excellent design is crucial to creating an
effective web presence.
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Ongoing Best Practices
To create a site with great graphic design,
simply follow these eight laws:
1. Brand Cohesion – Everything on your
site should support and enhance your
brand. The look, feel, and coloring of
your logo, print pieces, and online
presence should fit together. Be true to
your identity throughout the site.
2. Limit Color Variety – Your site should
feature 3 to 5 colors. Anything less is
dull but anything more will overwhelm
you user and make it hard for them to
know where to focus attention.

3. Choose Complementary Images – While
you probably had professional help with
the main site graphics, make sure the
images you put within the site content
complement the overall look of the site.
Stick with the same style and coloring to
ensure your site has visual continuity. As
discussed in the content section, make
sure those images are high quality and
never use blurry or dark images.
4. Content that Matches – Just like you
want the images to complement the
design, the text should as well. Lay it out
in a way that fits well into the overall
design. Be creative with fonts, colors,
and sizes. But be sure the content is
legible – don’t put white font on light
backgrounds or black font on dark
backgrounds. Just like color limitation,
be consistent and don’t go overboard
with too many different looks. Use fonts
that are good for online use.
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5. Be Consistent – The overall layout and
design of each page should be
consistent so users know where to find
the same basic things like navigation,
call to action, forms, etc.
6. Break the Mold with Purpose – Put
thought into when to be inconsistent
with design or when to use a different
color. Doing so can draw attention to an
important call to action and lead to
higher engagement. Just be sure to do
so sparingly so the difference works in
your favor rather than creating
confusion.

8. Be Unique – While mimicking your
favorite sites or getting ideas from big
brands may help in the initial stages of
thinking through your web design, don’t
forget to let your site tell your unique
story. Let the overall design give users
an insight into what makes your church
different from all the rest.
Good web design is not just about making a
site colorful or displaying interesting
images; it is about telling your brand story
visually while being considerate of the
intended audience and reinforcing the
overall point of that particular page or the
site as a whole.

7. Find the Right Balance – An effective
site has a compelling graphic design,
engaging text and complementary
images that pull the user further into
your funnel. Too many graphic elements
can overwhelm the user and cause SEO
problems since your pages don’t seem
to be about anything. Too few graphic
elements make the site feel stiff and
boring. Work to find the appropriate
balance that enhances the function and
usefulness of the site without going to
either extreme.
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3 Steps to Start Fixing Your Site Today
Graphic design is a dynamic element for any site. As trends change and your brand evolves, you
will revisit the overall look and feel of your site time and time again. In fact, if you haven’t
updated your site design in the last 18 months, it is probably already starting to look dated. Take
the time to evaluate your web design today and take these three steps to begin transforming it.

1. Brand It – Is your church logo on your site? Does the
site match the look, feel, colors, and font of the rest
of your branding? Does your logo “fit” on your
website or does it look out of place? If you are only
going to do one thing to help the design of your site
– this should be it. You must present a consistent
brand image across all channels.
2. Revise Content – Remember that an important part
of the overall design is within the content. Add
headers, bullet points, and an overall consistent
layout to content pages. Then add relevant images
to make each page have more graphic appeal.

3. Identify the Core Component – Look at your home
page and have others review it as well. Where does
the design lead your eyes? What stands out the
most? Does the overall look of the homepage clearly
identify the core identity of your church? If not – fix
it!
The overall design of your site should draw visitors visually to the information you want to
convey and should complement that information in every way possible. This type of web design
gives you an effective web presence by pulling users in and keeping them engaged.
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6th Key: Leverage
How to Create Buzz, Generate Awareness, and
Get Other People to Do Your Work for You

Attracting people to your site by creating buzz in social media is
how your business site can do the most work for you.
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Common Problems
Having an excellent site is a great first step, but to have a site that gets results, you really need
to look beyond the website itself and decide how to leverage that site to maximize your return.
Churches make some mistakes when it comes to leveraging the site.

1. Not Promoting the Site –If you aren’t putting
your URL out there and promoting it as a
resource, then it will become much harder for
people to find and use it.
2. Trying to Do All the Work Yourself – You need to
get other people talking about and promoting
your site, so that your online presence is more
like a snowball rolling down a hill.

3. Too Much Reliance on Traditional Marketing
and Old Forms of Word of Mouth – Mass
marketing is important, but it can also be
expensive. If this is the only way you are getting
the word out about your church and your
website, you are not leveraging all your assets.
4. Trying to Be Everywhere at once Instead of
Focusing on Where Your Members Are – Pastors
often want to be on all channels, all at once. The
problem is this approach doesn’t take into
account the unique aspects of your church or
the unique needs of your members and visitors.
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Ongoing Best Practices
Create Brand Ambassadors
The first step to leveraging your site is to encourage people to promote your site and church for
you. Not leadership, but current members and people you know who support the work you are
doing. You have to build relationships and connections to inspire others to start talking about
what you do. So, how do you create these brand ambassadors?

1. Great Membership Connections – Stand out in your
community by building relationships with your members
and helping them in their daily lives. When you get
complaints, questions, comments, or requests for help –
you and your team need to stay on top of those. Make
communication and resolution a top priority. Your
members will appreciate the effort and are much more
likely to recommend your church to people they know.
2. Great Site that is Up to Date – By creating a site with
great information, structure, technical elements, design,
and content – you create an online presence that is
trustworthy. Members and others in the community will
recognize your efforts and be proud to recommend a
church that has proven to be professional and positively
impacts lives.
3. Reminders to Spread the Word – Encourage members
and volunteers to promote your church. Sometimes all it
takes is you simply asking them to follow you on Facebook
and share your posts, to invite a friend, or to schedule a
special “bring a guest” Sunday. When they feel like valued
members of the community with access to resources to
help them spread the word, they will be ready and willing
to do so.
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Equip Brand Ambassadors and Promote Your Site
Once you have built up a base of people
interested in being brand ambassadors, it is
time to equip them. Everything you do to
equip brand ambassadors should maintain
your overall brand image and the identity
you have established through your website.
Social Media
Make it easy for people to promote you on
social media at the same time that you
promote yourself. Whether it is great tweets
worth retweeting or inspirational quotes
on Facebook, using social media is crucial to
leveraging your site well and getting results
online.
The first step is to understand the various
mediums. If you are new to social media,
check out the Social Media eBook to learn
more about your options.
Once you have an understanding of your
options, it is time for some research. You
need to find out where your members are.
Don’t market on social media just because it
worked for someone else. Your time and
resources are limited, so use them wisely.
Look around social media sites, check out
usage statistics and poll current members to
find out where your target audience is
spending their time online.
After you figure out where your potential
members are, then create a social media
plan. Define your goals, content type, and
publishing schedule for each channel you
want to use. By having a defined goal, you
organize your efforts. Without a plan you
could end up spending a lot of time
wandering aimlessly through the various
channels and never really see any progress.
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If you define and track your involvement,
you can be involved in social media while
still managing all the other aspects of your
church. As you track your online
engagement, you can then adjust your plan
to focus on the areas that attract the most
interest and, ultimately, members.
Remember that the goal is to leverage your
site through social media, so you want
people to be talking about your church.
Take the time to respond to questions and
comments that arise. Social media gives you

Print
While print marketing has many mass
marketing attributes, the focus here is
primarily on two points.
First, no matter what the piece is don’t try
to go overboard communicating everything
about your church and ministries into this
medium. Whether this is a full page
magazine ad, a billboard, a business card, or
a door hanger, only so much information
can be conveyed. Remember that your site
is the hub of your church and can provide
supplementary details. If every print piece
promotes your brand image and points back
to your site, then you can trust your
audience is getting the information they
need.
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an incredible opportunity for connection
with prospective visitors.
Don’t shy away from negative comments. By
responding thoughtfully and with actionable
items to solve any discontentment, you
demonstrate your caring attitude to
everyone who sees that conversation.
Members know that churches make
mistakes. They aren’t looking for the perfect
church; they are looking for a church that
responds well when things don’t go as
planned.

Secondly, quality print pieces equip your
brand ambassadors to spread the word.
Consider the impression you want to make
and the needs of your community as you
design pieces that people can see and touch
and hold. Also, don’t forget to brand
everything. Get your name and website in
front of as many people as possible.
Did you know it takes 7 encounters with a
brand for someone to act on it? So keep
developing as many touch points on and
offline to increase your church’s chance of
maintaining an effective web presence that
attracts visitors through your church doors
and converts them into members.
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3 Steps to Start Fixing Your Site Today
1. Do a Site Promotion Check – Line up all your
promotional and branding assets on and
offline. Do they have a consistent look and
feel with your site? Do they include your
logo? Most importantly, do they include your
website URL? If you can’t answer yes to any
of these questions, it is time to fix them.
2. Search Your Brand/Business Name – Go to
Yelp, Google, Bing and major social
networking sites and search your church
name. Deal with any complaints or questions
you find. Don’t let bad buzz interrupt your
efforts to build your brand.
3. Get Feedback from your Members – Ask
members two main questions:
How can we make your experience with
this church better?

How do you prefer to connect with us
online?

By working to improve member experience and figuring out where your members hang out
online, you are well on your way to creating brand ambassadors.
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7th Key: Visibility
What Is SEO, and How Can You Use it to Attract Visitors?

Employing SEO best practices to get your site found puts your
church ahead and makes your site great at attracting visitors
and engaging members.
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Common Problems
1. Keyword Stuffing – In an effort to get
found, it may be tempting to find
popular keywords and stuff them in as
much as possible. This backfires
eventually. The search engine will figure
out what you’ve done or the real people
who find your site will find it
unreadable. Either way, your site will
not get you the results you wanted.
2. Going for Too General Terms – By going
for a generic SEO keyword, you create
two problems. First off, you will have a
hard time ranking because of all the
competition. Secondly, the site visitors
you do attract are very unlikely to be
interested in visiting your church. Thus,
you waste valuable time and resources.

you expect to optimize your site and see
results in a week or a month, you will be
disappointed. Slow and steady
improvement in ranking is how the best
sites create an effective SEO strategy.

4. Forgetting about the Content – It is
easy to get lost in keyword research, link
building, meta data, and analyzing
results, but truly effective SEO
recognizes that content is king. If your
church forgets the importance of the on
page content on the site, then all other
SEO efforts will be fruitless. Sure you
may get a lot of site hits…but people
stick around and become in person
visitors because of the value they find in
the content on the site.

3. Not Being Patient – Search engine
optimization is a long term project. If

92% of marketers say that
content creation is either ‘very
effective’ or ‘somewhat
effective’ for SEO.9
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Ongoing Best Practices
Search engine optimization is all about
getting your website found by people who
are looking for you or what you offer. Here
are five tips to getting your SEO efforts on
the right track.

1. Write Good Content – No matter what
else you do, write good content. Make
sure it is relevant, up to date, and well
written. Every search engine algorithm
update is ultimately trying to find better
and better ways to match what a user
types into the search engine to the
perfect content they need. So rather
than trying to ride the waves of change
in these algorithms continue to put
great content on your site.
2. Do the Behind the Scenes Work – Go
into the backend of your website
content to update the page title, direct
URL, meta tags, descriptions, and image
alternate text. Whether you do this or
you get help, don’t neglect the behind
the scenes SEO work. Search engines
take more than just the content into
account when crawling your site.

3. Develop a Quality Keyword List – SEO
can seem complicated, but the best
thing to do is to develop a list of
keywords that if someone were to find
your site as a result of those words they
are already likely visitors for your
church. Go for longer, more specific
keyword phrases that don’t have a lot of
competition. In this way, your
optimization it more likely to attract
true visitors.
4. Build Your Reputation – As you build
your brand name and get church leaders
and happy members raving about your
church, you will begin to build links back
to your site. These links are seen as a
recommendation of your authority by
search engines giving your site better
ranking.

5. Analyze Results – Track the keyword
phrases you target and track where your
online traffic comes from using a
program like Google Analytics. This data
is invaluable to your continuing SEO
efforts. It is the measured, long term
approach that results in making your
site more visible and thus more
effective.

“The major search engines are focusing on
creating the best possible user experience,
which means sites that offer relevant
information stand to gain the most visibility.
Investing in original, quality content creation
is essential to SEO success in the current
search climate, and the benefits of producing
visitor-friendly content go far beyond
rankings.” 9
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3 Steps to Start Fixing Your Site Today
To improve site visibility today, keep these three
points in mind.
1. Review Your Content – Have you fallen prey
to keyword stuffing? Is your content relevant
to the needs of your community? Have you
updated your site content recently to keep it
dynamic? Take time to improve and fix any
current content you have.

2. Start Developing a Keyword List – Use tools
like Google Adwords to begin finding those
long tail keywords that will really attract
visitors to your site and then start adding
content specifically designed to address
those topics.
3. Keep Learning – This has been a very brief
overview of SEO. You are busy running a
church, but set aside some time on a regular
basis to learn more about how to increase
your site visibility. The investments you make
in helping people find your site will pay off
huge dividends given time.
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Conclusion
The Ultimate Church Website Strategy
In recent years, the number of church
websites has increased dramatically. With
more and more people spending significant
amount of time online, churches that want
to reach new and existing members must go
where the people are. This means that not
only is it important for churches to have a
web presence, but a strong web presence at
that.
In addition to serving as an integral tool in
attracting visitors, a good website can also
serve as the hub for all of a church’s
marketing efforts. Over the past few years,
Internet marketing efforts such as online
banner advertising and social media
marketing have exploded, whereas more

traditional mediums have begun to taper
off.
In April of 2011, a study revealed that, “the
number of marketers who say Facebook is
‘critical’ or ‘important’ to their business has
increased 83% in just 2 years.” 10
While the benefits of Internet marketing are
numerous, perhaps the most important
benefit of all is the ability to point visitors
directly to a single website. By funneling
responses to online marketing efforts into
one centralized location, a church can direct
traffic to a tool that is available 24 hours a
day, 365 days a year.

So, what is the ultimate church website strategy?
1.

Create a great site that looks, functions, and conveys information with
excellence. Make it a site that reflects your brand and the uniqueness of your
church. Let it be the online “face” you present to the world – the first
impression that entices further connection with potential visitors.

2.

Increase the visibility of that site in everything you do. By promoting it on
and off line and improving the rankings in search engines, you will engage
more people.

3.

Be the best at what you do so people will want to talk about it. Create an
atmosphere of excellence and great member relationships to build true
brand ambassadors who will become marketers for you.

This three-fold approach will give you a successful online strategy and
encompasses the keys to a site that gets real results.
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Need help evaluating your
current online presence and
strategy?

Sign up for a

Free Online
Strategy Review
Visit
www.faithhighway.com/journey_osr/
or call 877-703-2484.

About faithHighway
faithHighway Internet technologies
empower over 4,500 organizations who
combined receive millions of web hits; a
number that is growing daily.
faithHighway began over ten years ago
helping churches reach more people with
the Gospel through various mediums both
on and offline. faithHighway can help a
church with a variety of needs including:
 Church Branding: Custom Website
Design, Unique Logo Creation, Identity
Packages, Event Promotions, and more.
 Church Marketing: Print Canvassing,
Press Releases, Online Banner
Advertising, Billboard Ads and more.
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